
  Summer Tourism Campaign “Summer Boso Awaits You” 
 
 Chiba Prefecture, home to Narita International Airport, the gateway 
to Japan, and Tokyo Disney Land, is currently running a summer tourism 
campaign until Friday, August 31. 
 Surrounded by water in every direction, Chiba Prefecture is blessed 
with rich nature. Located in the eastern greater metropolitan area on a 
peninsula that juts out into the Pacific Ocean, visitors can enjoy a variety of 
beach activities in Chiba Prefecture. This summer, you can enjoy 66 beaches 
around the prefecture open to the public for swimming, in addition to the 
rocky shores and jibiki-ami (coastal net) fishing. 
 Additionally, you can see fireworks, a symbol of summer in Japan, in 
many locations throughout the prefecture. Fanning yourself using an uchiwa 
fan decorated with a traditional design as you watch the fireworks light up the 
night sky is the perfect way to spend summer in Japan. 
 Cities and towns all around Chiba Prefecture will heat up in 
excitement during the local traditional festivals where mikoshi (portable 
shrines) and dashi (floats) are paraded around town. 
 Please come to Chiba and enjoy Chiba’s great variety of summer 
attractions. 
  
≪Kick-off Event≫ 
There will be a campaign kick-off event promoting summer in Chiba 
Prefecture. 

○ Date: Sunday, July 15, 2012, 13:00-20:00 
○ Place: Diver City Tokyo (1-1 Aomi, Koto-ku, Tokyo-to) 
○ Schedule: 
（1）Stage events (13:00-17:00) 
・Togane City local idol group “YASSA Comachi super7” mini concert  
・Sosa City local hero “Harikiri-sentai Sosaman” show  
・Boshu uchiwa fan show  

A show using Boshu uchiwa fans, a National Traditional Craft Product 
・Local Chiba character quiz 

There are many characters from around Chiba Prefecture. These 
adorable characters will be conducting a quiz about Chiba Prefecture. 

（2）Tourism promotion booth  
Municipalities around Chiba Prefecture will promote their areas’ 
attractions. 

（3）Public live radio broadcast (18:55-20:00)  



TOKYO-FM public live radio broadcast “Summer Boso Awaits You!” will 
introduce information about summer fun in Chiba. 

  
【Campaign Dates】 
  Sunday, July 1, 2012 – Friday, August 31, 2012 
【Inquiries】 
 Chiba Prefecture Tourism Promotion Division 043-223-2412 (Japanese 
only) 
 URL http://www.kanko.chuo.chiba.jp/ (Japanese) 
    http://www.chiba-tour.jp/ (English) 

≪Main Summer Events≫ 

◇ Fireworks Displays 
Sat., July 28 Urayasu Fireworks Display  6,500 fireworks 
Sat., August 4 Ichikawa Fireworks Display  14,000 fireworks 
Sat., August 4 Makuhari Beach Fireworks Festa 12,000 fireworks 
Sat., August 4 Sakura Fireworks Display  10,000 fireworks 
Sat., August 4 Great East Japan Earthquake Recovery Assistance 
   Matsudo Fireworks Display 2012 8,000 fireworks 
Wed., August 8 Tateyama Bay Fireworks Display 10,000 fireworks  

 
◇ Traditional Summer Festivals 
① Sawara Grand Summer Festival (Katori City)  

The “Sawara Grand Festival” was designated as a National Important 
Intangible Folk Cultural Asset in February 2004. The highlight of the 
Yasaka Shrine Gion Festival, held in July, is the gallant performances of the 
dashi floats.  

A total of 10 dashi floats gliding through the town, which is called 
“Little Edo (Tokyo),” an area that is nationally designated as a Significant 
Intangible Folk Cultural Asset, is truly a fantastic sight. They brush against 
the eaves of buildings as they are pulled along to the spirited melodies of the 
“Sawara-bayashi,” a form of festival music that is one of Japan’s three great 
styles of hayashi music.  

○ Date: Friday, July 13 – Sunday, July 15, 10:00-22:00 
○ Place: Honjuku district (around Yasaka Shrine), Sawara, Katori City 
○ Access: 10 minutes by foot from Sawara Station (JR Narita Line)  
○ URL: http://www.katorishi.com/matsuri.html 

 



② Yaegaki Shrine Gion Festival (Sosa City) 
About 20 mikoshi from 10 communities of Sosa, mainly those around 

Yaegaki Shrine, will gather for a fantastic procession. Accompanied by the 
airy melodies of the flutes and taiko drums, the mikoshi bearers shout out 
the phrase “anryaa-doshita!” in the unique local style as they parade the 
streets. The lively rhythm brings excitement to anyone watching. 

This festival is unique because it opposes the tradition of forbidding 
women from carrying the mikoshi, and so there are “onna-mikoshi” (women’s 
mikoshi) carried only by women. This onna-mikoshi is special because it is 
particularly rare even all throughout Japan to have a mikoshionly carried by 
women.  

 
○ Date: Saturday, August 4, 7:00-22:00 
    Sunday, August 5, 10:30-22:00 
○ Place: Yaegaki Shrine (2939 Yokaichiba-I, Sosa City) 
○ Access: 3 minutes by foot from Yokaichiba Station (JR Sobu Main Line)  
○ URL: http://www.city.sosa.lg.jp/index.cfm/9,6782,140,html 
 


